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GOALS
•

To prevent highway construction and utility worker fatalities and
serious injuries at work zone and construction sites

•

To educate exposed workers about highway work zone workplace
safety and health issues

•

To strengthen public knowledge on highway and work zone
hazards
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PARTNERS
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PARTNERS
Alabama AGC
Alabama Road Builders Association
OSHA
UA Safe State at the University of Alabama
Federal Highway Administration ‐ Alabama
Alabama Department of Transportation
The 3M Company
Alabama Technology Transfer (T2) Center at Auburn University
Alabama Asphalt Pavement Association
Alabama Power Company
Lamar Outdoor Advertising
Alabama Department of Public Safety (Alabama – DPS)
Alabama Public Employee Safety Council (PESCA)
Alabama Associated Building Contractors
Mobile Gas—A Sempra Company
Alabama Rural Electric Association (AREA)
Alabama County Commissioners Association
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INFORMATION
The website of the Mobile Section of the
Alabama Associated General Contractors is used to maintain
a list of current activities of the Alliance.
Visit the website at:
http://www.theconstructioncenter.org/alliance/alliance.asp
Contact Charlotte Kopf –
Mobile Section, AlabamaAGC
251‐344‐8220
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PURPOSE
To encourage all employers to provide employees with a Tool
Box Talk addressing:
• Work Zone Safety
• Distracted Driving
To emphasize that while all parts of this presentation may not
appear to address a particular job function, the same problems
occur on many jobs
To drive home the point that the life you save may be your
own!
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WORK ZONE FACTS
IN ALABAMA
Drivers need to be particularly
alert traveling through
highway work zones. When a
road is not in its usual
condition due to construction,
it is a good idea to slow down.
Fines for speeding DOUBLE in
work zones when construction
workers are present. Most
work zone crashes are
rear‐end collisions resulting
from speeding or inattentive
driving. The Alabama Struck‐
By Alliance promotes National
Work Zone Awareness Week
(NWZAW) in the spring of each
year. The 2015 theme for
NWZAW was:
“EXPECT THE UNEXPECTED”
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WORK ZONE FACTS
IN ALABAMA
YEAR

INJURY CRASHES

FATAL CRASHES

2004

725

24

2005

654

40

2006

518

29

2007

478

31

2008

472

16

2009

518

9

2010

621

19

2011

585

19

2012

477

23

2013

541

22

2014

504

21
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WORK ZONE FACTS
IN ALABAMA
Year

Fatal Work
Zone Crashes

Total Work
Zone Crashes

Percentage
of Total

2011

19

3203

.59%

2012

23

2236

1.03%

2013

22

2348

0.94%

2014

21

2377

0.88%

Notes:
• Four out of five fatalities in work zones are drivers and
passengers
• The greater danger is not just to workers but to the travelling
public
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LEADING CAUSES
WORK ZONE CRASHES
Struck By Crashes in Work Zones
•
•
•
•
•

Distracted Driving
Blind Spots
Night Work
Run Overs
Back Overs
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DISTRACTED
DRIVING
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DISTRACTED
DRIVING
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DISTRACTED
DRIVING
Three main types of distractions:
• Visual – taking your eyes off the road
• Manual – taking your hands off the wheel
• Cognitive – taking your mind off what you are doing
Distracted driving is doing any non‐driving activity that has a
potential to distract the driver from the primary task of driving.
It increases the risk of crashing. While all distractions can
endanger the driver’s safety,
TEXTING
is the most alarming because it involves all three types of
distractions
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DISTRACTED
DRIVING
The facts:
• Cell Phone Use has grown exponentially from 1998 to 2012.
Approximately 89 percent of all Americans have a cell phone.
• Survey Results indicate that 77 percent of people report
that they talk on the cell phone while driving at least some
of the time.
• Drivers using hand held devices are four times as likely to
get into a crash.
• The portion of drivers reportedly distracted at the time of a
fatal crash increased:
from 7 percent in 2005
to 11 percent in 2009.
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DISTRACTED DRIVING
STATISTICS
From a survey of 2,800 American adults:
• 86% often eat or drink
• 41% have set or changes a GPS system
• 37% have sent or receive text messages
• 36% have read a map
• 20% have combed or styles their hair
• 14% have put on make up
• 13% have surfed the Internet
Notes: Younger drivers are more likely to engage in distracted driving. Men
were more likely to drive while drowsy, after drinking, reach for a map, use a
GPS and use the Internet. Many people said they know distracted driving is
dangerous, but they do these activities anyway.
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DISTRACTED DRIVING
NATIONAL STATISTICS
Approximately 6,000 deaths and 500,000 injuries per year are
caused by distracted drivers.
The effects of Texting While Driving:
• While teenagers are texting, they spend about 10% of the
driving time outside of the lane in which they are driving.
• Talking on a cell phone while driving can make a younger
driver’s reaction time as slow as that of a 70 year‐old.
• Answering a text takes away the driver’s attention for about
five seconds, which at 40 mph is at enough time to travel the
length of a football field.
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DISTRACTED
DRIVING
The US Department of Transportation has a website addressing
Distracted Driving.
The address is:
www.distraction.gov/content/faces/index.html

The website contains 20 stories from coast‐to‐coast.
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BLIND
SPOTS
•
•
•

Treat equipment and vehicles with
caution.
Stay outside the safety circle around
equipment.
Stay clear of vehicles, know the traffic
control plan.
•
•

•

Stay in constant communication with
operators by radio and/or eye contact.
Don’t approach equipment until you
have communicated with the operator
and they have acknowledged you.
Use spotters when you must work with
your back to traffic or equipment.
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BLIND SPOTS
GUIDELINES
• Ensure back up alarms are on all mobile equipment.
• When possible, plan the work to allow for drive‐through
operations that will limit the need for vehicles to back up.
• The signal person must know the operator’s blind spots and
remain visible to the operator at all times.
• The signal person must use clearly understood hand signals
or standard traffic control devices.
• Operators must know the blind spots and the swing radius.
• Reduce foot traffic in areas where mobile equipment is
working.
• Establish designated travel areas with barricades if possible.
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NIGHT WORK
Night work changes the environment.
On the worksite:
• Reduced visibility for both
motorists and workers
• Communication needed between
shifts
• Impaired or drowsy drivers present
Physical and social disruptions:
• Sleep disruption
• Risk of injury form drowsiness
• Impaired family/social relationships
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RUNOVERS AND
BACKOVERS
• Remain alert at all times.
• Check surroundings often & listen
for warnings.
• Keep a safe distance from traffic.
• Stay behind protective barriers
when possible.
• Look out for each other & warn co‐workers.
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BEST PRACTICES FOR
OPERATOR SAFETY
Unload and operate equipment only if qualified.
Inspect equipment before use.
Test backup alarm and other safety devices.
Know blind spots and swing radius.
Use seatbelts.
Use three points of contact when entering and exiting
equipment.
• Look for other moving equipment and vehicles.
• Wipe off grease and fluids on equipment walking/working
surfaces.
•
•
•
•
•
•
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HIGH VISIBILITY
SAFETY APPAREL
• Compliant high visibility safety apparel
shall be worn by all workers on all
streets to which the public has access.
• Inspect garments regularly to ensure
that color has not faded or that
retroreflective properties are not lost.
• Consider seasonal variations in
landscape when choosing colors for
worker apparel.
• Increase worker visibility by wearing
compliant high visibility arm bands and
head gear.
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HIGH VISIBILITY
SAFETY APPAREL
ANSI/ISEA 107 – 2010 Compliance
• Worker visibility can be effectively increased by wearing
Class 3 high visibility safety apparel.
• Class E trousers can be worn with a Class 2 vest or tee shirt
to equal a Class 3 ensemble.
• Arm/leg bands, caps/hats, and hard hats can add to
delineation of human shape and movement.
• Compliant short or long sleeve shirts can be Class 2 and/or
Class 3.
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UTILITY
OPERATIONS
Standards include:
• All entities/agencies that perform utility work, such as
departments of transportation, maintenance divisions, local
county and city road agencies
• Utility work involving electric, gas, water and
telecommunications takes place in urban and rural
roadways.
• Typically stationary work, if a location is occupied for more
than one hour with a single daylight period.
• Short duration work occupies a location for up to one hour.
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UTILITY
OPERATIONS
For above ground utilities:
• Use extreme caution and keep your distance.
• Ensure that lines are marked, flagged and shielded.
• Assume a line is live until tested. Have it de‐energized and
visibly grounded.
• If it must remain energized, keep equipment and loads at
least 10 ft away and use a spotter to warn operators.
• Post signs at ground level to mark the safe distance.
• Make all drivers and workers who enter the work area aware
of overhead lines.
• Operators should make a safe route for repeated travel trips.
• Slow down.
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SURVEYOR
PROTECTION
• Wear high visibility vests at all times and other appropriate
Personal Protective Equipment during operations when
exposed to hazardous conditions.
• Face traffic when working on the traveled way of a divided
road or shoulders of a highway. If not possible, have a co‐
worker act as a lookout.
• When working between two‐way traffic, stand parallel to the
travelled way and have a co‐worker act as a lookout.
• Don’t make sudden moves that will confuse a motorist and
cause them to react suddenly.
• Avoid interrupting traffic as much as possible.
• Minimize crossings of traffic lanes on undivided highways.
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SURVEYOR
PROTECTION
• Protect crew with approved barriers to shield from traffic.
• Whenever possible, place truck‐mounted attenuator
between workers and traffic.
• When working near a heavily traveled highway, or working
parallel to traffic, keep level rods, range poles, and such from
extending into a lane of traffic.
• Take special care when working on wet pavement in an
active traffic area.
• Install warning signs prior to the start of all survey work on
the pavement or within 15 ft of the edge of traveled way.
• When surveys move along a highway, move warning signs as
the work progresses.
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TIPS TO REMEMBER
WHEN YOU DRIVE
• Obey road crew flaggers.
• Stay alert and minimize distractions. Avoid using the radio or
cell phone while driving through the work zone.
• Keep up with the traffic flow. Don’t gawk at the work.
• Schedule enough time to drive safely. Expect delays.
• Be patient and stay calm. Work zones are not planned to
inconvenience the motorist.
Remember that 4 out of 5 work zone fatalities are drivers and
passengers. The greatest danger in the work zone is not to the
worker, but to the traveling public.
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MOST
IMPORTANTLY
"Don't Be THAT Driver: Work on
Safety. Get Home Safely. Every Day.“
Don’t become a statistic
Don’t Text and Drive
and always

Expect the Unexpected!!!
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PRESENTED WITH
APPRECIATION TO:
Lamar Advertising for designing the Alabama Struck By Alliance logo:
www.lamar.com
The Center for Advanced Public Safety at the University of Alabama for providing
some of the Alabama work zone crash statistics:
www.SafeHomeAlabama.gov
Alabama Department of Transportation for providing some of the Alabama work
zone crash statistics:
www.dot.state.al.us
Occupational Safety and Health Administration and Georgia Struck By Hazards
Alliance for use of information contained in this presentation:
www.osha.gov
www.agcga.org
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